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COMMISSION 26: DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE STARS( �ETOILES DOUBLES ET MULTIPLES)PRESIDENT: C. D. SarfeVICE-PRESIDENT: W. I. HartkopfORGANIZING COMMITTEE: J. T. Armstrong, F. C. Fekel, P. Lampens,J. F. Ling, R. D. Mathieu, M. J. Valtonen, H. Zinneker (past-president)1. IntrodutionThis is the report of the Commission 26 business meeting whih took plae on 2003July 18 during the twenty-�fth General Assembly of the IAU in Sydney, Australia. Themeeting was haired by C. Sarfe, the outgoing president, and was attended by thefollowing members: C. Allen, F. Arenou, R. Argyle, A. Boden, J. Davis, F. Fekel, W.Hartkopf, J. Kub�at, J. Ling, B. Mason, T. Oswalt, T. Pauls, D. Pourbaix, W. Tango, T.ten Brummelaar, A. Tokovinin, N. Turner, W. van Altena, E. Weis, and H. Zinneker.2. President's report2.1. MembershipThe following members have died during the past three years.Name Country Date of death (if known)N. Argue United Kingdom 2001 February 9E. Cabrita Portugal 2002 June 17M. Herrera Andrade Mexio 2002 July 29K. Strand United States 2000 Otober 31In addition, the death of D. Zulevi (Yugoslavia) in 1998, had not been previouslyreported. That omission is orreted here. A few moments of silene were observed inmemory of these deeased olleagues. It was noted that Dr. Strand served as presidentof the Commission from 1964 to 1967.Twenty new members have joined the Commission this year. They are:Name Country Name CountryF. Arenou Frane A. Boden United StatesJ. Budaj Slovakia J. Fernandes PortugalP. Hartigan United States W. Heaox United StatesE. Horh United States R. Jurdana-Sepi CroatiaS. Maddison Australia T. Pauls United StatesC. Pereira Brazil E. Pluzhnik RussiaD. Pourbaix Belgium J.-L. Prieur FraneM. Sh�oller Germany N. Shakht RussiaV. Tamazian Armenia W. Tango AustraliaT. ten Brummelaar United States N. Turner United StatesThe total number of members now stands at 128, from 34 ountries.1



2 COMMISSION 262.2. EletionFor the 2003-2006 triennium, W. Hartkopf (United States) sueeds to the presideny,and F. Fekel (United States), J. Ling (Spain) and P. Lampens (Belgium) ontinue asmembers of the Organizing Committee (OC). More than half of the members of theCommission voted in the reently onduted eletion for a vie-president and three newmembers of the OC. The new vie-president is C. Allen (Mexio) and the new OCmembers are J. Davis (Australia), E. Oblak (Frane) and T. Oswalt (United States).2.3. AtivitiesThe prinipal ativity of the ommission over the past three years was the organiza-tion of IAU Colloquium 191, held from 2003 February 3 to 9 in the delightful ity ofM�erida, Yuat�an, M�exio. The Colloquium was onerned with the environment andevolution of binary and multiple stars, and was in several senses a sequel to Symposium200, held in Potsdam, Germany, during the previous triennium. The meeting honouredthe ontributions of Aradio Poveda to binary star researh and to Mexian astronomyin general, over several deades. It was attended by over 70 people, from more than20 ountries, and generated muh lively disussion in very pleasant surroundings. Inaddition to that of the IAU, support was provided by the following Mexian institu-tions: Universidad Naional Aut�onoma de M�exio, Universidad Aut�onoma de Yuat�an,Instituto Naional de Astrof��sia, �Optia y Eletr�onia, Consejo Naional de Cienias yTenolog��a, the state of Yuat�an and the ity of M�erida. The sienti� organizing om-mittee was haired jointly by C. Allen and C. Sarfe, and the loal organizing ommitteeby C. Allen. The proeedings will be published in Revista Mexiana de Astronom��a yAstrof��sia, Serie de Conferenias, edited by C. Allen and C. Sarfe.Other proposals sponsored by this Commission were, unfortunately, not taken upby the Exeutive Committee. In partiular, a �ne proposal for a symposium at this GAon siene with high angular resolution optial/infrared interferometry, originated by J.Davis and strongly supported by this Commission, did not sueed; the same happenedto a proposal for a joint disussion on the determination of stellar masses. However, ourproposal for a speial session on nomenlature, whih arose out of the multi-ommissionmeeting on that topi held three years ago in Manhester, was aepted, and took plaeshortly before the meeting reported here.2.4. New rulesThere followed a short disussion of the new IAU working rules for Divisions and Com-missions. There was general approval of the apparent trend toward greater demoray,but some onern as to how well the redistribution of power would work over the nextfew years.3. Commission websiteW. Hartkopf gave a short report on the Commission's website. It inludes an addresslist for members and others interested in double star astronomy, a bibliography of reentpapers (mostly from J. Ling and olleagues), opies of IAU Commission 26 Cirularsdating bak to 1993, partiulars on upoming meetings, and links to double star atalogs,other IAU Commissions, and other related sites. Suggestions for improving the site wererequested. The website's url is http://ad.usno.navy.mil/wds/dsl.html#iau.



DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE STARS 34. Speial Session 3B. Mason summarized the disussions of Speial Session 3 on A New Classi�ationSheme for Double Stars, whih had taken plae in the morning of the same day. Com-mission 26 rati�ed the C Type Resolution whih is desribed in the proeedings ofSpeial Session 3, on the subjet of double star nomenlature (refer to Highlights ofAstronomy artile).5. Information CirularsJ. Ling reported on the urrent status of the Information Cirulars. She gave a brief re-view of their history, whih now spans almost �fty years. Until 1993 they were publishedin Frenh, but sine then, in English. Their distribution has been suessfully onvertedto eletroni mail in the past triennium, and they are posted on the Commission'swebsite. The bak issues of the past ten years are also available there.New orbits and new disoveries of double stars are the primary material of theCirulars, but their ontents have beome inreasingly diverse in reent years. Theyinlude reports of Commission meetings, announements of Symposia, Colloquia andother meetings, announements about preparation and publiation of new atalogues,and an annual list of papers published on double stars. They also inlude oasionalobituaries and historial notes.Sine 1998 the Cirulars have had ISSN number 1024-7769. They are also nowinluded in the NASA Astrophysis Data System (ADS) with the bibliographi odeIAUDS, whih should be used in bibliographi referenes to them.The possibility was raised of using the Cirulars to draw attention to binariesnearing periastron or requiring speial ation for other reasons, and this was met withgeneral approval. Also disussed was the idea of making the annual referene list moreomplete, but it was noted that this would be too large a job for one person and wouldrequire the ative ollaboration of several people, as is the ase for Commission 42'ssemiannual Bibliography of Close Binaries.6. The next three yearsW. Hartkopf then took the oor. He thanked C. Sarfe for his servie as Commissionpresident for the past triennium. Thanks were also given to retiring Organizing Com-mittee members T. Armstrong, R. Mathieu, and M. Valtonen. New OC members J.Davis, E. Oblak, and T. Oswalt were welomed. Goals mentioned for the upomingthree years inluded a olloquium in 2005 or thereabouts (with possible topis and sitesdisussed later in the meeting), improvements to the website, more involvement by am-ateurs, and reruitment of new members. Several upoming atalogs were mentioned,as well as a planned seond CDROM of double star atalogs to be published in early2004.7. Observing failities under developmentReports were then presented on development of some new major observing failities,and additions to established ones.7.1. Sydney University Stellar Interferometer (SUSI)J. Davis desribed reent work with SUSI, a long-baseline optial interferometer withbaselines overing the range from 5m to 640m (urrently 5-160m operational) and awavelength range from 425-950nm. It has been used to establish the orbit of � Centauri,



4 COMMISSION 26lassi�ed as a bright early B giant, �rst disovered to be a binary, with omponents ofapproximately equal brightness, with the Narrabri Stellar Intensity Interferometer in the1960s. It has subsequently been shown to be a double-lined spetrosopi binary. Theorbital parameters in ommon between the SUSI interferometri study and spetrosopyare in good agreement and the ombination of the interferometri inlination with thespetrosopi mass funtions leads to masses of the omponent stars with auraiesof 3% for the primary and 2.5% for the seondary. The results are being prepared forpubliation. Several other spetrosopi binaries are being observed to determine orbitalparameters and brightness ratios. Observations to date have been at the blue end ofthe visual spetrum with a limiting magnitude of about +2.5 but a newly ommissioned\red" beam-ombination and detetion system has a limiting magnitude of +5 in the Iband and is expeted to reah +6. Binary stars, partiularly double-lined spetrosopisystems, will be a major omponent of the future SUSI observational programme.7.2. The CHARA ArrayT. ten Brummelaar reported on the progress of the Center for High Angular ResolutionAstronomy (CHARA) Array on Mt. Wilson. The Array now has 5 of 6 telesopesoperating in interferometri mode with the sixth due for ommissioning in late 2003.The CHARA Array has the three largest baselines in the world urrently operating andthe sienti� program, largely onsisting of the study of spetrosopi binary stars, isnow underway.7.3. The Navy Prototype Optial Interferometer (NPOI)T. Pauls gave an aount of reent progress at the Navy Prototype Optial Interferom-eter (NPOI). The vauum feed system, used to transport starlight from the individualarray elements to the beam ombiner has been ompleted, and the long delay linesneeded for imaging have been installed. Two additional siderostats have been broughton line, giving the array a total of six elements. The �rst observations ever obtainedwith a o-phased six-element optial interferometer were made with the NPOI of thetriple system � Virginis, and published by Hummel et al. (AJ 125, 2630, 2003).7.4. The ESO Very Large Telesope Interferometer (VLTI)H. Zinneker drew attention to the fat that ESO's VLTI at Cerro Paranal has beomeoperational; �rst results were obtained with the 10� mid-IR instrument (MIDI) in June2003. The light from two 8.2m telesopes was ombined over a 102m baseline, andfringes of various targets were reorded; visibilities as a funtion of wavelength between8� and 13� were derived for the infrared ompanion of VV CrA, a T Tau star (see theontribution of Leinert et al. to IAU Symposium 221).Interferometri beam ombination at near-IR wavelengths with an instrument work-ing between 1.0� and 2.4� (AMBER) is sheduled for next year. A key goal for AM-BER is resolving pre-Main Sequene spetrosopi binary systems, to obtain omponentmasses and orbital parallaxes. This will ultimately lead to testing and alibration ofpre-Main Sequene stellar evolutionary traks.8. Catalogues and databases8.1. Washington Double Star Catalog (WDS)B. Mason reported that over the triennium the WDS inreased in size by 40,000measuresand 15,000 systems. The seond USNO Double Star CD was announed, and will inlude



DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE STARS 5these new systems, enhanements to all four atalogs, a linear motion atalog, and anew negleted doubles lists to reet all the work in this area over the past three years.Over 7000 systems, previously quali�ed as negleted, will be removed from the new list.8.2. UCAC and AGK2W. Hartkopf desribed the USNO CCD Astrographi Catalog (UCAC), whih will bean all-sky astrometri atalog, over the magnitude range 7:5 < R < 16, with positionsto 20 mas for 10 < R < 14 and proper motions to 1 � 3 mas/year to R � 12. Thetelesope, a twin 0.2-m astrograph, ompleted observations at CTIO (to delination+30 degrees) in 2001, and should omplete northern observations in Flagsta� by June2004. Double stars will be addressed in the �nal data redution, with separations downto � 100 (for magnitude di�erenes < 2 � 3 mag), and improved oordinates for manyfainter systems expeted.The epoh-1930 astrometri plates taken at Bonn and Hamburg for the AGK2 at-alog are being resanned using the Starsan measuring mahine at USNO. The atalogwill inrease from about 250,000 to over 2 million stars, with limiting V magnitude im-proved from about 11 to about 12.5 and errors redued from about 200 mas to the range70-100 mas. The �nal redution should give data for many wider pairs, plus improvedproper motions.8.3. BDB - a database for all types of binariesA report was presented by D. Pourbaix on behalf of E. Oblak and the BDB team. Unlikeother atalogs and databases, BDB, whih stands for \Base de donn�ees des �etoilesdoubles et multiples de Besan�on" (Frane), is a SIMBAD-like database of atalogs(http://bdb.obs-besanon.fr). In just one lik, one queries several atalogs, loal ornot, and reeives all the information they hold about a spei� objet. Besides thedata thus made available, BDB also provides tools to make sense out of these data (e.g.JAVA plotting tools). The Besan�on team is also working towards the integration ofBDB into the Virtual Observatory projet.8.4. Spetrosopi binary orbit atalogueThree years ago, Commission 30 took over the responsibility of ompiling the NinthCatalogue of Spetrosopi Binary Orbits (SB9) and of making it aessible throughthe web rather than as a printed version like its predeessors. D. Pourbaix reportedon the progress of this work, whih is also of great interest to Commission 26. Al-though the ompilation is still \work in progress", SB9 an already be browsed athttp://sb9.astro.ulb.a.be. It ontains orbits for over 1980 systems. A major di�erenewith respet to its predeessors is the availability of the radial veloities of all new or-bits. Colleagues interested in supplying SB9 with their orbits and data are invited toontat D. Pourbaix (pourbaix�astro.ulb.a.be).9. Amateur work on double starsR. Argyle spoke about amateur projets in double star measurement during the 2000-2003 triennium. Measurement of visual double stars by amateur observers is beomingmore widespread. During the period under report some 11,000 mean measurementswere added to the USNO Observations Catalogue. These onsist mainly of mirometermeasures, CCD astrometry and gratiule eyepiee observations. In addition, A. Alznerhas ontributed 17 orbits to refereed publiations and Commission 26 Cirulars. Avery large projet, by M. Niholson, onsisting of astrometry and photometry of 80,000



6 COMMISSION 26wide and faint pairs taken from arhive Shmidt plate astrometry, is being assessed. Atleast one large database of 10,000 measures by Spanish observers is being prepared forpubliation. The work done by USNO in pointing out systems whih require attention isvital to fous future ativity. The almost omplete lak of observations in the southernhemisphere was noted.10. Planets in binary systemsH. Zinneker reported about a reent list of 16 giant planets in 12 wide binary sys-tems, disovered by the radial-veloity method and ompiled by Eggenberger, Udry andMayor. In eah ase the host star's membership in the system has been on�rmed byorbital or ommon proper motion. A famous example is 16 Cyg B; however no giantplanet has been found around 16 Cyg A. The semi-major axis of the 16 Cyg system is850 AU. Two other systems, 55 Cyg and � And, with similar omponent separations,host systems of three planets, all around the primary in the latter ase and around theseondary in the former.Searhes for giant planets around the omponents of about 100 single-lined binarieswith periods longer than about two years are also under way by the same Geneva group.11. Availability of observing failitiesA letter was read from P. Lampens, who was unable to attend the General Assembly,expressing onern about the inreasing lak of aess to telesopes by double starobservers, and about publiation of data, and requesting a statement on these matters.The following was aepted by the meeting as suh an expression from the Commission.Commission 26 views with onern the severe diÆulty, faed by members in reentyears, in obtaining aess to telesopes with whih to ontinue long-term observing pro-grammes. Those programmes have in the past been highly produtive, with sienti�allyvaluable publiation reords, and their disontinuane will ause gaps in the overageof many orbits, some of them at ritial phases. Moreover, lak of telesope aesswill disourage urrently ative workers and impede reruitment of new ones, who willbe needed to take advantage of the large databases now under development and thoseantiipated from future major ground- and spae-based surveys.Commission 26 is onerned to ensure that high-quality data are aepted for publi-ation in widely read journals, even before those data provide orbit overage adequate fordetailed analysis and the derivation of astrophysially useful results. Double-star studiesare often very long-term, and suh publiation makes the data aessible to others whouse them for suh purposes as planning observing programmes.12. AdjournmentThe meeting was adjourned at approximately 5:30 p.m.Aknowledgments. Thanks are due to all who ontributed to the meeting, and es-peially to those who summarized their presentations for this report. C. D. SarfePresident of the Commission


